What is a spoke diagram

What is a Circle Spoke Diagram? It is a diagram which has a central item surrounded by other
items in a circle. The Circle Spoke Diagrams are often used to show the features or components
of the central item in marketing and management documents and presentations. The Business
Diagrams Solution provides the extensive drawing tools, a set of predesigned templates and
samples, and Circle-Spoke Diagrams library with wide variety of different ready-to use shapes
for drawing the Circle-Spoke Diagrams in seconds. You can design your diagram in new
document using the ready shapes or choose any desired Circle-Spoke Diagram sample from the
offered in ConceptDraw STORE that meets your requirements and change it for your needs. An
experienced user spent 5 minutes creating each of them. Use the Business Diagrams Solution
to design your own professional-looking Circle-Spoke Diagrams of any complexity fast and
easy. All source documents are vector graphic documents. ConceptDraw Solutions. Made with
ConceptDraw. Download ConceptDraw Trial. Example 1. What Is a Circle Spoke Diagram?
Example 2. Example 3. For drawing Flow Diagrams the Flowcharts Solution provides: 2 libraries
with commonly used predesigned vector objects - Flowchart library and Flowcharts Rapid Draw
library; collection of Flow Diagrams samples; Basic Flowchart template. Picture: Flow
Diagrams. You can simply and quickly drop the ready-to-use objects from libraries into your
document to create the electrical diagram. Picture: Electrical Symbols â€” Qualifying. Electrical
Engineering. Scrum is the famous agile software development methodology which depicts an
iterative and incremental approach for the work on the complex projects. Picture: Scrum. Scrum
Workflow. Picture: Scrum process work items and workflow. Make sure in it right now! Picture:
Cross Functional Flowchart. Cross-Functional Flowcharts. Picture: Donut Chart. Pie Charts.
Electromagnetic induction produces an electromotive force within a conductor which is
exposed to time varying magnetic fields. Transformers are used to increase or decrease the
alternating voltages in electric power applications. Picture: Electrical Symbols â€” Transformers
and Windings. Rapid UML. Windows 8 User Interface solution offers you wide variety of user
interface design examples, templates and samples. Picture: User Interface Design Examples.
Windows 10 User Interface. Picture: Flowcharting Software. Buy it Now. Similar to mindmaps, a
circle spoke diagram has a central item or theme in the middle, surrounded by other items or
components that branch off it. Circle spoke diagrams are often used in the brainstorming
process a wide variety of fields, such as education, marketing, and business. They are
incredibly useful in the planning stages of a project, as it allows you to map out all of the
possible components that make up the central item. How to make a circle spoke diagram
easily? Using EdrawMax to create your own circle spoke diagram. Step 5: And you can share
your diagram with others via social media and web page. A Circle Spoke Diagram is a hub and
spoke diagram that contains nine prominent circles in the dark colors and subsequent circles in
the light colors. A target market is a group of potential customers to whom a company wants to
sell its products and services. This target market spoke diagram lists things that need to be
analyzed like the product, price, promotion, place, and so on. Twitter Share Copy. Link copied!
Part 1: What is Circle Spoke Diagram? Part 3: Circle Spoke Diagram Examples. Try it Free!
Popular Now. Flowchart Symbols and Their Usage. Explain Algorithm and Flowchart with
Examples. How to Create Family Tree. Products Solutions Samples Buy. This site uses cookies.
Circle-Spoke Diagrams. Examples of subject areas that are well suited to this approach are
marketing, business, products promotion, process modeling, market, resource, time, and cost
analysis. Circle-Spoke Diagrams are successfully used in presentations, conferences,
management documents, magazines, reportages, reviews, reports, TV, and social media. What
Is a Circle Spoke Diagram. Circle Spoke Diagram Template. The vector stencils library
"Circle-spoke diagram" contains 8 templates of circle-spoke diagrams. Circle-Spoke Diagram 1.
Circle-Spoke Diagram 2. Circle-Spoke Diagram 3. Circle-spoke diagram 4. Circle-Spoke Diagram
5. Circle-Spoke Diagram 6. Circle-Spoke Diagram 7. Circle-Spoke Diagram 8. The vector stencils
library "Circle-spoke diagram" contains 8 templates for the ConceptDraw PRO diagramming and
vector drawing software. Circle-Spoke Diagrams Spoke charts have a central item surrounded
by other items in a circle. The circle-spoke diagram is a diagram meant to illustrate that each
spoke has equal value. Circle-spoke diagrams are used to show the relationships between a
single main element and several satellites. The circle-spoke diagrams are used to show the
features or components of a central item in marketing, management documents and
presentations. Circle spoke diagram templates. Basic Circle-Spoke Diagrams. Basic
circle-spoke diagrams are well suited for marketing, management documents, and
presentations. They are used to show the features or components of the central item in
marketing and management documents and presentations. This circle-spoke diagram sample
shows the social determinants of health. It was created on the base of the hub-and-spoke
diagram from the Health Canada website. They are risk factors found in one's living and
working conditions such as the distribution of income, wealth, influence, and power , rather

than individual factors such as behavioural risk factors or genetics that influence the risk for a
disease, or vulnerability to disease or injury. According to some viewpoints, these distributions
of social determinants are shaped by public policies that reflect the influence of prevailing
political ideologies of those governing a jurisdiction. In , the World Health Organization WHO
Europe suggested that the social determinants of health included: 1 Social gradients life
expectancy is shorter and disease is more common further down the social ladder. Circle-spoke
diagram. Circle Diagrams. Venn Diagram Template for Word. Concept Mappings Diagrams For
Solutions. Block Diagram. Venn Diagram. Bubble Diagram. Circle Spoke Diagram. Dataflow
Diagram Examples On Customers. Circular Arrows Diagram. Social determinants of health
Circle Diagrams Circle- Spoke Products Solutions Samples Buy. This site uses cookies. What Is
a Circle Spoke Diagram. Circle Spoke Diagram Template. Circle-Spoke Diagrams. Examples of
subject areas that are well suited to this approach are marketing, business, products promotion,
process modeling, market, resource, time, and cost analysis. Circle-Spoke Diagrams are
successfully used in presentations, conferences, management documents, magazines,
reportages, reviews, reports, TV, and social media. The vector stencils library "Circle-spoke
diagram" contains 8 templates of circle-spoke diagrams. Circle-Spoke Diagram 1. Circle-Spoke
Diagram 2. Circle-Spoke Diagram 3. Circle-spoke diagram 4. Circle-Spoke Diagram 5.
Circle-Spoke Diagram 6. Circle-Spoke Diagram 7. Circle-Spoke Diagram 8. Basic Circle-Spoke
Diagrams. Basic circle-spoke diagrams are well suited for marketing, management documents,
and presentations. The vector stencils library "Circle-spoke diagram" contains 8 templates for
the ConceptDraw PRO diagramming and vector drawing software. Circle-Spoke Diagrams
Spoke charts have a central item surrounded by other items in a circle. The circle-spoke
diagram is a diagram meant to illustrate that each spoke has equal value. Circle-spoke diagrams
are used to show the relationships between a single main element and several satellites. The
circle-spoke diagrams are used to show the features or components of a central item in
marketing, management documents and presentations. Circle spoke diagram templates. Circle
Diagrams. They are used to show the features or components of the central item in marketing
and management documents and presentations. This circle-spoke diagram sample illustrates
the target market concept. A well-defined target market is the first element to a marketing
strategy. The marketing mix variables of product, place distribution , promotion and price are
the four elements of a marketing mix strategy that determine the success of a product in the
marketplace. Circle-spoke diagram. This circle-spoke diagram sample shows the social
determinants of health. It was created on the base of the hub-and-spoke diagram from the
Health Canada website. They are risk factors found in one's living and working conditions such
as the distribution of income, wealth, influence, and power , rather than individual factors such
as behavioural risk factors or genetics that influence the risk for a disease, or vulnerability to
disease or injury. According to some viewpoints, these distributions of social determinants are
shaped by public policies that reflect the influence of prevailing political ideologies of those
governing a jurisdiction. In , the World Health Organization WHO Europe suggested that the
social determinants of health included: 1 Social gradients life expectancy is shorter and disease
is more common further down the social ladder. Circle Spoke Diagram. Dataflow Diagram
Examples On Customers. Products Solutions Samples Buy. This site uses cookies. What Is a
Circle Spoke Diagram. Circle Spoke Diagram Template. Basic Circle-Spoke Diagrams. Basic
circle-spoke diagrams are well suited for marketing, management documents, and
presentations. The vector stencils library "Circle-spoke diagram" contains 8 templates of
circle-spoke diagrams. Circle-Spoke Diagram 1. Circle-Spoke Diagram 2. Circle-Spoke Diagram
3. Circle-spoke diagram 4. Circle-Spoke Diagram 5. Circle-Spoke Diagram 6. Circle-Spoke
Diagram 7. Circle-Spoke Diagram 8. Circle-Spoke Diagrams. They are used to show the features
or components of the central item in marketing and management documents and presentations.
The vector stencils library "Circle-spoke diagram" contains 8 templates for the ConceptDraw
PRO diagramming and vector drawing software. Circle-Spoke Diagrams Spoke charts have a
central item surrounded by other items in a circle. The circle-spoke diagram is a diagram meant
to illustrate that each spoke has equal value. Circle-spoke diagrams are used to show the
relationships between a single main element and several satellites. The circle-spoke diagrams
are used to show the features or components of a central item in marketing, management
documents and presentations. Circle spoke diagram templates. Circles Venn Diagram. Circle
Diagrams. Venn Diagram Example. This circle-spoke diagram sample illustrates the proximity
marketing. Transmissions can be received by individuals in that location who wish to receive
them and have the necessary equipment to do so. Distribution may be via a traditional localized
broadcast, or more commonly is specifically targeted to devices known to be in a particular
area. The location of a device may be determined by: 1 A cellular phone being in a particular
cell. Communications may be further targeted to specific groups within a given location, for

example content in tourist hot spots may only be distributed to devices registered outside the
local area. Communications may be both time and place specific, e. Uses of proximity marketing
include distribution of media at concerts, information weblinks on local facilities , gaming and
social applications, and advertising. Circle-spoke diagram. This circle-spoke diagram sample
illustrates the target market concept. A well-defined target market is the first element to a
marketing strategy. The marketing mix variables of product, place distribution , promotion and
price are the four elements of a marketing mix strategy that determine the success of a product
in the marketplace. This circle-spoke diagram sample shows how leadership and data provide
essential coordination of other functions in an asset management environment. Leadership
points the way and common data systems keep all divisions communicating effectively. It may
apply to both tangible assets such as buildings and to intangible concepts such as intellectual
property and goodwill. Asset management is a systematic process of operating, maintaining,
upgrading, and disposing of assets cost-effectively. Alternative views of asset management in
the engineering environment are: the practice of managing assets to achieve the greatest return
particularly useful for productive assets such as plant and equipment , and the process of
monitoring and maintaining facilities systems, with the objective of providing the best possible
service to users appropriate for public infrastructure assets. This circle-spoke diagram sample
shows the social determinants of health. It was created on the base of the hub-and-spoke
diagram from the Health Canada website. They are risk factors found in one's living and
working conditions such as the distribution of income, wealth, influence, and power , rather
than individual factors such as behavioural risk factors or genetics that influence the risk for a
disease, or vulnerability to disease or injury. According to some viewpoints, these distributions
of social determinants are shaped by public policies that reflect the influence of prevailing
political ideologies of those governing a jurisdiction. In , the World Health Organization WHO
Europe suggested that the social determinants of health included: 1 Social gradients life
expectancy is shorter and disease is more common further down the social ladder. This
circle-spoke diagram sample shows the Porter five forces model. It was designed on the base of
the Wikimedia Commons file: Modelo Porter. It draws upon industrial organization IO
economics to derive five forces that determine the competitive intensity and therefore
attractiveness of an Industry. Attractiveness in this context refers to the overall industry
profitability. An "unattractive" industry is one in which the combination of these five forces acts
to drive down overall profitability. A very unattractive industry would be one approaching "pure
competition", in which available profits for all firms are driven to normal profit. This analysis is
associated with its principal innovator Michael E. Porter of Harvard University. Porter's five
forces include â€” three forces from 'horizontal' competition: the threat of substitute products
or services, the threat of established rivals, and the threat of new entrants; and two forces from
'vertical' competition: the bargaining power of suppliers and the bargaining power of
customers. This circle-spoke diagram sample shows the basic division of thematic maps. This
is in contrast to general reference maps, which regularly show the variety of phenomena â€”
geological, geographical, political â€” together. The contrast between them lies in the fact that
thematic maps use the base data, such as coastlines, boundaries and places, only as points of
reference for the phenomenon being mapped. General maps portray the base data, such as
landforms, lines of transportation, settlements, and political boundaries, for their own sake.
Thematic maps emphasize spatial variation of one or a small number of geographic
distributions. These distributions may be physical phenomena such as climate or human
characteristics such as population density and health issues. Concept Mappings Diagrams For
Solutions. Block Diagram. Venn Diagram. Bubble Diagram. Circle Spoke Diagram. Dataflow
Diagram Examples On Customers. Circular Arrows Diagram. Social determinants of health Hub-and- spoke diagram Circle

